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Abstract. The effective equation for the cluster rel~tive-motion function of the ini-
tial and,f~nal channels in " the nuclear reactton d+t->n+a is derived within the 
adiabatic appro~ch. An effective energy-dependent potential is constructed by pro-
jecting on the open channels and its asymptotics are studied at large intercluster 
distances. The asymptotic boundary conditibns for t~e effective system are extracted 
from the known asymptotics of the microscopic wave function of the five-body 
system. The conn.ection between these equations and the resonating gioup model is 
Pe3roMe. noJryqeHbl atptpeKTHBHbre ypaBHeHI(,1, onHcblBalonJ:He tpyHKnHlo cocTonHld:;1 oT-
HOCHTeJlbHoro ABIOI(eHH;1 Bo BxoJ~,nlJ:eM u Bblxox~uxeM KaHaJrax ;I~epHou peaxuHI( 
d+t- n+a B a;tHa6aTHqecKoM no;~xo,le. nocTpoeH 9tptpeKTnBHbl~. 3aBnc5nJ~H~ OT 3hep-
rHld;, noTemJ:Id:aJI c noMpIJJlblO npoeIXPlpOBaHHSI Ha OTKpblTblX KaHaJrax. Ha~J~eHbl-npaBHJlb-
Hble acHMnToTHqecK11:e rpaHuqHbre ycJIOBHSI B TepMI(Hax acHMnTOTHKr! BoJrnoBo~: tpyHKIXl~:H 







In order to ,avoid serious computational difficulties in the investiga-
tion of many-body quantum problems, the extensive use of model reduction is indis-
ptnsable. In this case it is important to justify the choice of the model and to clarify 
its relevance with respect to the original complete problem. T~e purpose of the pre-
sent paper is _ to derive within the adiabatic approach [1-3] a model independent 
equation for the intercluster relative-motion wave function for the reaction d+t-n+ce 
in the initial and final channels. Moreover, an effective energy-dependent potential, 
describing the effect of closed channels, turns out to be an important object for mo-
delling in the reduction of the gene~al five-body problem to a given model. 
The interest in the cL+t-n+a 'reaction within this approach stems from the prbb-
lem of evaluating the probability for a meson sticking to helium [4] in the reaction 
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In many papers [6-11] devoted to this problem, the many-body and multi-channel 
nature of the problem prompts to sirnplify the repre~entations for the channel coup-
ling operators, effective interactions, etc. In [1l], using the three:channel model of 
u-catalyzed reaction, the channel coupling operators lead t,o additional energy-dependent 
interaction in the Faddeev equations. The parameters of this interaction are often ex-
tracted by fitting the d~ta on the :5He(312)+ resonance. However, the choice of the 
channel coupling operators and their parameters may essentially affect the final equa-
tions. This ~xplains the interest ,in determining the effective potentials on the basis r)f 
an• exact equation for the complete many-body nuclear problem d+t-n+ce and in finding their essential properties that have to be taken into account in the modelling' 
Besides that the proposed here appoach allows us_in each stage of tnodelling fo con-
trol the difference betweeri the model expression and the exact one. 
The consideration is based on the combination of the adiabatic expansion techni-
que with the Feshbach projection method on open channels [12]. This approach allqvts 
the use o~ Iocal adiabatic representations in the physical regions (see [13, 14]). , 
In this paper we derive effective equations for the intercluster relative-motion 
function and calculate their asymptotic, behaviour. The asymptotics of the correspon-
ding effective potentials with cluster separatio'n is discussed as well. 
The; analysis perfofmed here also can be used_to trace the connection between. 
the exact equations in the. adiabatic representation and the p6pular resonating-group 
model, [15, 16]. 
2. . Formulation of the problem 
Let us consider the d+t system ~s a system of tive spinless particles 
in the energy region =28.37 ~eV~E~-10 MeV the 'energy being measured from the 
total breakup threshold (see Fig. 1). + 
. Upon separating the centre of mass of the five-body'problerQ, the Hamiltohian in 
fixed clusterisation al (1 is the number of clusters) is ,easily written as 
H= -A..1 ~ Ay.1 + V . 
Fig. 1. Position of channel threshold in the system d=t: 8d = -2.29 MeV is the 
deutron binding energy (the channel a+p+n threshold). 
= =8.48 MeV is the tritium binding energy (the channel t+p+n threshold). 8t 
t lO:77 MeV is the channel d+t threshold, 8 -e +8 =-2L- d 
8,L=-28.37 MeV is the bihdin~ energy of 4He (the chanQel n+a threshcflyl), 
Q=8~~8v=17.6 MeV is the energy realized 'of re~ction (t+t -~ n,hce 
1 
2p ~- 3n 
2 
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Here t,he Jacobi coordinat~s xar yal are introdticed as follows. xal~Rl~_31 is the set-
of reduced nucleon coordinates with respect to the centre of mass of the arcl'uster; 
, y~1~R3(1-1) is the set of reduced intercluster coordinate's ; V is the sum 'of all internuc-
leon inte.ractions. ' 
The Hamiltonian in the form (1) corresponds to the representation of the Hilbert 
sp,ace of states ~tf=L2(R12) in the chart corresponcing to'clusterisation al in the forni: 
~~ = L2 (R3y(1-i)) ~<L2 (Rl.5-31). . ' ~ _ , 
. (2) in the ener~y region u~der consideration only two'clustef chann'els of the readtion 
(1=2) are open; therefo,re in what follows we shall omit incex l, assuming it to be 
equal to 2. 
We introduce the 'Hilbert bundle corresponding to the,problem (see, e, g. [17]) 
with a, base B"=R~ and typical fiber ~('~~ya= L2(R~.).• Then, according to the generai 
scheme_ [2, 14] the following representation is valid : 
~/ (X)'= 27x~ ( ya) ~~ (xa ; ya)' . 
, (3,) 
Here ~!(X) is the total wave function of the system satisfying the Schrddinger 
equation 
(H~E)~P()~)=0, X~R12 , (4) X~(ya) d~not.es the expansion coefficients of Y over the "moving Hilbert frame" 
~k ( . , ya)' , i The functions {~h} are chosen in a special ' way. First, we devide the full poten 
tial V = V(xa' ya) into two parts 
V (xa' ya)= Vi*t (xa) + Vi*t (xa' ya)' : (5) 
where Vi*t (x~) involves = interaction~ between ~particles uriited in one cluster 
V'a't (xa' ya)' be,tween' particles frQm diiferent clusters. Then we single 6ui' in Vaext a 
part depending only on the interclustef coordinate 
V'"ff ( ya)= f I (D.(xa) i2 V""t (x., ya) dxa \~ (6) 
.~(x., y.)= V~'t (x., y~)- V'tt ( y ) ' . (7) 
By ~)~ (x.) ~e denote the ground state function of noninteracting ciusters in clusterisa-
tion a. Clusterisation correspondin~ to the d+t 'channel will be denoted by ~ and 
to n+c~ channel by v. Then. ~),~ (x~)=~)d(Di corresponds to the deuterium and tritium 
wave functions and ~1~+(x~)=tp'H* iS the wave fun'ction of 4He=cL. It should be noted 
that nuclei d, t and 4He have no excited states, which significantly simplifies the ana-
lysis within the forn~ulated approach. . In accordance with (5)-(7)-the total Hamiltonian can be written as 
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The operators H and h:; act in the space ,~~, D(h.) and 'R(ha) ~; L2 (R~i. According 
to the Hilbert bundle decomposition one gets 
H~= f ~) H~ ( y.) dy., (11) 
where H~ (y~) are operators in' the fibre ~~~'y. _ L2(Rx9*) aQd depend parametrically on 
the base point y.~B". The operators H~(y.) are selfadjoint in the region D(H~) --
~D(-Ax~)~~k~'y., and consequeritly their eigenfunctions form an orthonormal basis in 
~~~y., necessary for expansion (3) , 
H~ ( ya) ~~ (xa' ya) = 8~ ( y.) ~~ (xa' y~). 
- (12.) 
Here the eigenvalues 8~ ( y*) define the energy curves in R3y*. It. is to be 'nbted that 
the presence of a continuous spectrum in decomposition (3) forces the continuous sum 
decomposition. 
Substituting (3) into the Sc. hr6dinger equation (4) and taking into,account (8)-
/'(12) we get an effective system for the coefficients x : 
[-(Vy. + A.)2 + diag {8~ ( ya)} + (Vaetf_E)] X( y.) = O, ( 13) 
Where the operator Aa defines the connection form (associated with the Hilbert bundle 
construction) having matrix elements 
< , > being the scalar prodtict in L9 (R~)-
3. Effective equationS ' 
The investigation of the system of equations (13) encounters some 
serious computational difficulties and remains out of th~ scope of this paper. There-
fore, we shall use a generalization of the Feshbach projection method, which allows 
one to separate the contributions of open and closed (with respect to the energy) 
channels and to find a more convenient form for the effective equations. 
~ Separating in the spectrum the frame Hamiltonians (/i~(ya)' the lowest eigenvalue 
8~(ya) defines the spectral , projector -
1 
- ~ r( y.) (H. ( y.)-z)~1 dz, 
Fig. 2. The spactrum ot the trame Hamirtonian 
H~(y*)=-A* + vi*t(x )+ ~(x , y ), 8 (y ). is the eigenvalue of H'(y ) 
" " " " "*" * " " 
r( y. ) 
, 
e ,, ( y 3i o 
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where the contour r(y.) is shown in fig. 2. The integration over the , base B"=R3y~ -
gives the operator ' 
One can easily check that P. is acting in ~~ according to the rule 
l' P.F=./ F()~)q)~(x~~, y.) dx~*~~ (x~, y~) = <F, ~~> ~~ (17) 
Decomposing again ~~ into direct sum 
~~ = p. ~~ + Q~~ , (18) 
( 1 9) 
we represent the total wave function ~/()~) in the form 
(20) Y= P~~f+ Q~~f= ~~/, ~~> ~~+ Q.~f. 
The representation (20) corresponds to the separation of the contributions of open and 
closed channelS in the energy region under consideration (tbus, in both clusterizatiOns 
d+t and n+ct only one channel is open in th'e considered energy ,region). In thiS case 
the adiabatic representation of the form (3) is carried out only on open channels and 
X~=<~!, ~~>. 
Substituting (20) in Eq. (4) ,\and projecting on P~~~ and Q~;~ we get the system 
<fJ(~~,C~), (P0>-ExD-<HQ ~! q)o)=0 
(Q.HQ.~E)Q.Y + Q~H(rp~ X~) = O. 
Eliminating the Q~~! ftom the syste~1 (21) we obtain an equation for the function x~ 
de~cribing the relative motion of clusters in clusterization a. 
<H(~~ 9C~), ~~>+ W.(E+iO)X~-BX~= O (22) 
W. (E) : X( y.)~(f/Q. (Q.flQ.-E)-1 QaH(X(P~), q)~>, (23) 
i. e. 
q)~ W. (E) X( y.) = P~HQ. (Q.hrQ.-E)-1 ~aHPa (X~ ) (24) 
Defme the "connection" on the open and closed channels 
and the covariant derivative 
Then one can easily find that 
(Vy. (P~, (P~> = vy~ ~bo + (A~"o)~ ~ (A~)2. (28) 
Using t~e properties (12) of the frame Hamiltonian we have 
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and now one can reivrite Eq. (12) iu the for_m that is analogous to (13): 
{=D02. + 8~ ( y.) + V"'it ( y.) + (A8)2 + W.(L)-E} X~ ( ya) = O. (30~ 
The equation obtained (30) is e q u i v a I e n t to the original Schr6dinger equa-
tion (4) since for it.s derivation we did not use si,nplify~ing assumptions. Therefore,. 
Eq. (30) does not remove the difficulties of the many-body problem since the 
energy-dependent operator (23) W. (E) eontains the many-body resolvent Q. (Q. HQ. 
-E)-1 ,Q~: Howevet, this approach permits to single out explicitly the most important 
object for simulation - the ene.rgy dependent operator W.(E). i -
The operators (23) Wa (E) have a very complicated form defined by the resolvent 
Qa (Q' HQ.1'E)-1 Q. in the subspace Qa~~. A rigorous analysis of their analytical and 
asymptotic properties is a separate nontrivial problem and we shall .restrict our con-
siderations only to some general observations. ' ' 
At large intercluster distances .[ y. I - oo the resolveht. Qa (E)== Q. (QahrQ._E)-1Q. 
c, an be represented in the form [18] . 
~r ( A +V'"t(x ) z) ( Ay +V'aff(y.)-E+z)~Idz, G* (E)ly~1-= 
where the contour r. 'is shown in Fig.' 3. The. analysis of the three-body problem ~er-
formed in the 'above cited papers permits to assume' the following, related to Eq. (31) 
asymptotic behaviour for Wa (E) : 
,(W. (E) X,a)y.+* ~ E/ I y. 14, . . . . (32) 
where E plays the role of cluster polarizability. 
The analytical properties of the operator W. are determined by the analytical pro-
perties of G. (E). The former operatior is in general case a novsymmetric one 
lin W~ (E)= ;i (W.(E)- W~ (~))= - 1/~~ Pa ~' (E) HP~ (~~ . ), , (33) 
where ~.(E) is the' resolvent discontinuity on the continuous spectrum ' 
~a (E) = - I !(2i) {G. (E+ iO)- G. (E- iO)}. ' (34) 
For the asymptotic of the resolvent kernel G~ (X, ~', E) we use the representation 
- 1/1c G~ (X, X', E)Iy.1-~~ 1/(2lc)6 f ~lo (X)ly;(X')8(P2-E) dP (35) 
+ I /(2le)3 f ~fb (X) ~!; (X') 6(q~ + 8b-E) dqb, 
where IPo and' Yb are the wave functions of the total break-up channel and the b+a 
channel, respectively ; 8b is the channel threshold. On~ sees that the irnaginary part of 
W. (E) in the asymptotics I ya I - OQ be.comes nontrivial at E ~~ 8b, i. e. where another 
reaction channel is open. ' 4. Asymptotic boundary conditions ~ ~ 
For the cbrrect fornlulation of Eq. (30) for the relative motion of clus-
ters x~ (y.) in clusterization a, asymptotic bo~ndary conditions are needed. For the 
problem under consideration this procedure . is very ,much simplified in comp,arison with 
the general 'situation since only two-cluster channels are ppen. The boundary condi-
tions can be calculated from the assymptotic behav!our of the components of 'the 
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Yakubovsky-Faddeev wave fundtion 1! (see [13, 19]). Since' only two-cluster channels 
are open, besides the plane wave in the initial channel 
11!p ~~ (~~ (x~) exp {ip~ x~) Cp. - (36) 
where ,~)h(x~)=~d(!>t is the state functions of nuclei d and t, ph is the momentum 
conjugate to y. (In the channel d+t: a=~), the asymptotics ~'(X) (except in some 
special directions) has only'the spherical waves in R8 
Ja(ya' ~)~ exp {i~~-8a} iya I-1 . Ca ; a=~, v. (37) 
Here 8a= Iim 8~(ya) is the channel threshold, C.=1. C~, Cp are the distorted Cou 
yl 
~t ~ 
10mb factors (see [19] and [13]). 
' Thus 
ll~:()~, ' ph)Ix I+= 
iP~ y~ 
- ' i JE-*~lj~1 _ ' ~ ~T lyal l•Ca' - ~~A (x~) ~ Cp+ Fa~ (y,a' P~) ~ 
where F~,L (ya' P2~) are the ielevant amplitudes.' Since the basis {~~} is orthonormal, one 
can get frorri (38) the asymptotic behaviour for x~(ya)' Iya l-Qo. ~ince ~~(xa' ya) is 
a function of the, bound ground'state of the operatdr H~(ya) 
~~(xa' y.a)Iy.1+* ~(1~a (xa)' 
where (~ rs the ground state function for the noninteracting clusters. Then, 
Xo (y ) = (~! (p0> - i(P~x~) (~a(xa) dx (40) J' ,' a ' . Iy*1-~ Cp ~)A (x~) e 
+ b____~;h:~ f Fb~(y'~'b, P~) Cb ei VE-'b I~bl I yb l-Itpa(xa) dxa 
since ~~a are bound states they are localized (see, e. g. [13, 19] in the region 6f small 
l xb I or in other terms : 
(~)b (xb)Ixbl+" ~fb exp { - ~I eb I I xb t} I xb I-1 (1 +0(1)). (41) 
Therefore, the first term in (40) at a=v does not contribute to the asymptotics with 
I y. I - oo ' since the integrand _ contains the product tp~ (x~) ~~~(x.). At a=~ the expo-. 
nent can be put of the integration sign. The same takes place in the second term at a=b 
It remain~ to estimate the cross terms , (a+b) in the ' second term ;n (40). The factor 
(!~a(xa) has ~ support localiz6d in the region of small J xa l, which mearis that for lja l-oo 
in the leading order of ya the integrand cah be replaced by the matrix Qb' that cor-
responds to the part of orthogonal matrix of the Jacobi coordinate transformation 
yb=C"bya~Sab x~. Thus in the leading order we have in the n + ct channel . 
X~~ y~)lyvl-- ~F~h(~v' P~) ei~E-•• Iy~1 1 yv l-1 . f (~~~(x~) dxv (42) 
+F2~~(;~ Ph) C~ e'JE-.,~ Ic~vyvl I C~'y l-i '~)v(x~) d~~: 
' and in the d+t channel 
X~(y~) i(P'~y~) ' ~ . . _ ' , (43) +F~,~(y~ Ph)Ckel J~I~~l"Li -Cp e 
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The expressions (42) and (43) deiine the asymptotic boundary condition~ for 
Eqs (30) for the function of the relative cluster'motion x~ (ya) in the elastic (a=~) 
and rearrangement d+t-n+a, (a=v) channels. 
After projection on the open channels one conserves only the term 8~(ya) playing 
the rdle of an effective potent.ial in Eq. (30). For this term one can easily calculate 
the asymptotics as I ya I - oo.According to (12), 8~ (y.) is an eigenvalue of the operator 
H~ (ya)=ha+ ~ (xa' y.) at fixed yaJ Let us consider the operator ha= ~AJ~a+ Vint(xa) 
as an unperturbed Hamiltonian and the potential V~(xa' ya) defined by formulae (6) 
and (7) as a perturbatiqn. In the n+a clusterisation the intercluster interaction is ra-
pidly decreasing 
Vvext(x~, y~~'O( Iy. I-N), vN>0, Iy~ I - oo, 
a. nd therefore, as !y~ I - oo and 
V~(x~, y ) V'xt(x., y ) f I (~).H. (x ) j V~xt(xv' y.)=0( I yv I-N), N~N.. _ ,(44) 
On the contrary, in the d+t channel clusterisation the intercluster interactiOn contajns 
V~xt(x~, y~) B[xppl +0(ly~l N) VN>0. Iy~l~,Qo, 
where B is the reduced char~e and xpp is the reduced interproton coordinat~..e. Using 
the J~cobi mass matrices of transformation, ~ and ~S, one can express the vectot xpp~R3 
through 'x~, y~ : 
xpp=~C, x~+ S~yh. 
Then 
- x ---Blykl-11C Iy;1 + Sy~l V~"t(x~, y~)ly~l-* . 
In this cas~ 
I~1 f V'~,~(x~, y~)ly'~]-= { I - +Sy - I (~~ (x~L) 12.x --Blyhl-1 C '~ ly,~] ~ 
~ x,~ +-Sy~~,vl_Idx~lf~Bly~j=1Jlll~ x:~ +-Sy'~~ll ~1~1-llf' 
I y,L I I y~ I The latter step is justified by localizatiOn of (~~ (xh) in the region of small I xh I and 
by the normalisation ll(~~~(x,~)II=1. 
Let us represent V'~~ in the form V~'~ = Iy,Ll-1 V~, ivhere 
~ -1_ } ,~ ! -l V ~ B{ f ~ ~ { S~'1 ly~l +Sy 
-- V 2~=1y~ ,Lly'vl** 
- B <y~, ~x,~>/1 y~ I ~S/1 5[ + o( I y~ l-2) 
and consider I y~ I-1 as a perturbation pararrieter for the operator h*. 
Then for the "energy term" 8~(y~) as ly~l-Qo' from perturbatiOn .theory one 
gets (see, e. g. 119]) 
8~ ( y~) = 8;~ ~ 4 ~ 2 1 vok 12 (47) dk (1 + o(1)), iy~l B21Sl k2-ea 
8 
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where 8~ is the d+t channel threshold obtained from the eigenvalue problem 
h~ ~D~ = 8,L ~~~, 
the coefficient. I Vokl2 being defined by the relations 
l Vok 12 = I f <y'~~, C~x~) ~~A (x~) R (k, x~) dx~ 12. 
* (48) 
R(k, x,~) denote the eigenfunctions of the continuous spectrum ot the operator hh 
(h,L-k9) (!~(k, x~)= O. (49) 
For the n+a; channel, by virtue of (4), calculations analogous t'o (47) Iead to the 
asymptotics as I y~ - oo 
8e(y~)=8.+0( Iy~ l-N), VN> O, (50) 
Where 8+ is the n+ce channel threshold. 
5. Relation with the RGM 
Now let us discuss the relation of the above-described scheme wrth 
the resonating group method (RGM).AS it is known [15] the RGM utilises the follow-
ing ansatz for the wave function 
IPRGM d {~(x.)X~( y )} (~(x.)X(.y.) I( - I )P p{(1~(x )X( y )} (51) 
P=1 ' 
where d is the antisymmetrization operator in all permut~tions of the particles P 
(-1)P is the permutation sign, I is the identity permutation and {x., y.} is a pair of 
multidimensional Jacobi coordinates introduced as in Section 1. For (~(x~) we choose 
the functions modelling the intercluster states. Substituting ansatz (51) into the Schrd-
dinger equation and then projecting on ~~(x.) we get the known RGM equation 
(tp(x.) I H-E I d {(~~(x.) X( y.)}> = O (52) 
for the function of the relative motion of clusters x(y*). 
Now we rewrite Eq. (52) in the form: 
{-Ay* + ( Vext (x~, y*) ~)(xa)' (~(x~)) (~3) 
+([ A. ~ Vi't (x.)] ~i~(x.), (~)(xa)>-E}X(y~)+~=0, 
where Vi*t (x.) iS the interaction between the particles of one cluster, Vext (x*, y.) is 
the interaction between particles from differer!:t clusters Vext+Vi~t=V, and _ 
~ <(H E) 27( 1)P p{~)(x ) X (y.)}, ~)(x.)> , 
are the exchange terms generated by the antisymmetrisation operator d. Then if 8* 
js the sum of binding energies of non-interactirig clusters (channel threshold) corres-
ponding to the state function (~ (x*), the following formul~e hold 
[-Ax~+Vi~t (x.)l~)(x.)?8*(~(x*) ~ <[iA*~+ V'~t (x )] R(x*), ~~(x )> 8 
< Vext (x., y ) ~)(x.)> = V'ff ( y.) (accordmg to (6)) 
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This enables one to rewrite Eq. (5~) in the form : 
[- Ay~ + V'ff ( y~) + 8a~E) X ( y.) + ~ = O. (54) 
Hence, it is seen that with accuracy ,up to the exchange terms ~/(5~i, the.~ RGM equation 
(~4) ~rises from the effective equation of t,he adiabatic approach (30) after the follow-
ing simplifications : 
i) _neglecting the connection Aoo in the covariant=derivative Doa ; 
ii) taking for 8~ (y*) the limiting value e. (for ly* I - Qo)' and the corresponding 
qhange of ~~ (x~, y~) by R~ (x.) ; 
iii) neg"lectiug the effect of closed, channels appearing as an energy dependerit 
potential W-*(E) and the presence of connection Ag. 
The absence of exchange terms in Eq. ' (30) is caused by the fact that the repr~-
sentation (20) for the total wave' function used in the adiabatic apProach is not an 
ansatz solution of the many-body Schr6dinger equation but an exact solution. Thus, 
Eq. (30) is equivalent to the original Schr~dinger equation (4). Therefore, one should 
not beforehand antisymmetrise the wave function '~f with respect to permutation of 
.nucleons since the total Harrliltonian is always invariant with respect to these permu-
tations. Thus, antisymmetrisation can be performed already a~ter the solution of the 
Schrddinger equation. This means that all exchange effects are "hidden" in the' operator 
'W~ (E) + (A~ )8. ~ 
6,. COncluSiOnS 
Extracting from the experimental data (see [3]) on d+t-4He+n reac-
tron the parameters of the energy dependent model potential W(E) (see [11]) the app-
roach develo.ped hefe can be u~ed in the muon-cataly~ed t.hree-channel model to calcu-
late the sticking coefficient o)* in the concrete formulation of the Faddeev equations 
for the'firial u+4He+n channel. The results ot these calculations will'be published 
elsewhere. ' Acknowl~d*'ements. The author's are indebted to M. Danos, I. V. Komarov, S. P. 
M erkur'ev and B. S. Pavl0=v ior many u_seful discussioflS. ' 
; 
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